**Indie Bestsellers**

**Paperback**

**Week of 03.11.20**

**FICTION**

1. *Little Fires Everywhere*  
   Celeste Ng, Penguin, $17
2. *Normal People*  
   Sally Rooney, Hogarth, $17
3. *The Overstory*  
   Richard Powers, Norton, $18.95
4. *The Tattooist of Auschwitz*  
   Heather Morris, Harper, $16.99
5. *The Woman in the Window*  
   A.J. Finn, Morrow, $16.99
6. *Daisy Jones & The Six*  
   Taylor Jenkins Reid, Ballantine, $17
7. *The River*  
   Peter Heller, Vintage, $16
8. *Ghosted*  
   Rosie Walsh, Penguin, $16
9. *The New Girl*  
   Daniel Silva, Harper, $17.99
10. *The Outsider*  
    Stephen King, Gallery, $18.99

**NONFICTION**

1. *Say Nothing*  
   Patrick Radden Keefe, Anchor, $16.95
2. *Sapiens*  
   Yuval Noah Harari, Harper Perennial, $24.99
3. *No One Is Too Small to Make a Difference*  
   Greta Thunberg, Penguin, $10
4. *Just Mercy*  
   Bryan Stevenson, Spiegel & Grau, $17
5. *Calypso*  
   David Sedaris, Back Bay, $17.99
6. *HBR’s 10 Must Reads on Mental Toughness*  
   Harvard Business Review Press, $24.95
7. *Skin in the Game*  
   Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Random House, $18
8. *The Source of Self-Regard*  
   Toni Morrison, Vintage, $16.95
9. *Braiding Sweetgrass*  
   Robin Wall Kimmerer, Milkweed Editions, $18
10. *Bad Blood*  
    John Carreyrou, Vintage, $16.95

**Debut**

11. *Women Rowing North: Navigating Life’s Currents and Flourishing As We Age*  
    Mary Pipher, Bloomsbury, $17
12. *Inheritance*  
    Dani Shapiro, Anchor, $16.95
13. *Born a Crime*  
    Trevor Noah, Spiegel & Grau, $18
14. *White Fragility*  
    Robin DiAngelo, Beacon Press, $16
15. *Midnight in Chernobyl*  
    Adam Higginbotham, S&S, $19

**Mass Market**

1. *Celtic Empire*  
   Clive Cussler; Dirk Cussler, Putnam, $9.99
2. *The Reckoning*  
   John Grisham, Dell, $9.99
3. *The Flight Attendant*  
   Chris Bohjalian, Vintage, $9.99
4. *The Stranger*  
   Harlan Coben, Dutton, $9.99
5. *The Couple Next Door*  
   Shari Lapena, Penguin, $9.99
6. *Ambush*  
   James Patterson, James O. Born, Grand Central, $9.99
7. *Liar Liar*  
   James Patterson, Candice Fox, Grand Central, $9.99
8. *Window on the Bay*  
   Debbie Macomber, Ballantine, $7.99
9. *Long Road to Mercy*  
   David Baldacci, Grand Central, $9.99
10. *The Tale Teller*  
    Anne Hillerman, Harper, $9.99

*Another Indie Favorite*

*We Are All Good People Here: A Novel*, by Susan Rebecca White (Atria Books, $16.99)

“Adding layers of historical context to the familiar world of her previous works, White tells a moving and thought-provoking story that spans the tumultuous final decades of the American Century. She explores race, class, privilege, and politics through a cast of very human characters ranging across the entire socioeconomic and ideological spectrum. The book bears witness to the evolution in conscience of these times as the reader experiences the evolution of this ambitious, talented writer.”

—Frank Reiss, A Cappella Books, Atlanta, GA